Congrats
To Our
2016 GRADS
AutismAssist
Catalize
FireHUD
FitGenie
FretWizard
Hotspot Ride
Kyasis
Meta Optics
MiraBlue Bio
Modif Media
Phoenix Rescue
Prysmic
SkyNaut
Sniffer
SolCharged
SportsDBM
Stord
Synapse
True Pani
Workflow
CREATE-X is a faculty-led, student-focused initiative designed to equip students with the confidence they need to actively create their own future. The initiative relies on programs within a LEARN, MAKE, LAUNCH scaffolding to achieve this goal and build the essential entrepreneurial confidence. While some students will indeed become commercial or social entrepreneurs, others will bring entrepreneurial thinking to whatever career they choose to pursue — from taking a job in industry, to scholarship in graduate school, to going to law or other professional schools. Thus, through CREATE-X, GT students will have the knowledge, skills, abilities, and experiences to pursue entrepreneurial opportunities.

CREATE-X is open to all students throughout their undergraduate careers. It fully leverages and partners with existing programs focused on multidisciplinary design, entrepreneurship and invention. CREATE-X currently operates three signature programs: Startup Lab (LEARN), Idea to Prototype (MAKE) and Startup Summer (LAUNCH).
Startup Lab enables students to understand the language and practice of entrepreneurship while offering mentoring opportunities. Startup Lab teaches the theory and practice of startups. This semester long class covers startup basics like creativity, teaming, metrics, customer discovery, analysis, and testing.

Idea to Prototype provides student teams the opportunity to work with faculty mentors and to look more deeply into the technology underpinning their ideas. Teams are provided with academic credit and resources needed to make their ideas real by constructing a prototype or related proof of concept and testing.

Startup Summer is where student teams take the next step — taking their ideas to the real world. Teams launch their startups and are given the opportunity for seed investment, legal help as well as mentoring by experienced entrepreneurs. Startup Summer has led to the creation of 42 student startups over the past three summers.
How are you feeling right now?

Autism Assist, Inc. is vested into solving problems and enhancing the communication, interactions and lives of individuals in the autistic spectrum.

Never miss a connection.

Catalize is a mobile application which allows a person of influence to seamlessly make an introduction between two people in their personal or professional circle.
Protecting our Protectors.

FireHUD is a wearable device for firefighters that monitors, records, and displays real-time biometric information.

Easier, Smarter, More Personalized Nutrition.

A Smart Calorie Counter Powered by Artificial Intelligence
FretWizard
fretwizard.com

Guitar tabs, right at your fingertips.

FretWizard creates animated tutorials on how to play guitar songs. It can play any given chord chart or tablature.

Hotspot Ride
hotspotride.com

Connecting taxis to customers faster.

Using predictive analytics to determine hotspots for taxi drivers.
Kyasis

Deep learning meets marketing.

A deep learning platform that helps interpret a range of sentiments from social media to provide content based predictive analytics.

Meta Optics


A research equipment startup that provides small, accurate particle-sizing devices to research labs and relevant manufacturing industries.
MiraBlue Bio
mirabluebio.com

Creating the Most Effective Colon Delivery Systems for Your Nutraceutical Needs.
MiraBlue Bio is a startup dedicated to creating colon-specific delivery systems for your pharmaceutical and nutraceutical active ingredients.

Modif Media
modif-media.com

You make the memories, we make sure they last.

Modif Media is an online platform that allows people to connect with freelance video editors. The service streamlines the process of getting videos edited and is efficient for both the customer and the editor.
Phoenix Rescue

A Breath of Life for Firefighters

The Phoenix Rescue Rebreather System is a device that provides additional oxygen to firefighters or civilians during crucial moments in emergencies.

Prysmic

Medical Emergency Network

In the case of an emergency, Prysmic securely delivers your personal medical information in real time to the people who can save your life.
SkyNaut

Flight technology, evolved from nature.

SkyNaut drones, inspired by the natural flapping of birds, provide a revolutionary platform for personal and professional aerial data collection.

Sniffer

Making the World a Safer Place for Man’s Best Friend.

Sniffer GPS specializes in making a location tracking dog collar that pairs with a smart phone and web app to let you track your dog in real time.
SolCharged

Fast and Steady Wins The Race.

SolCharged aims to introduce efficient PV panel mounting systems that will revolutionize the commercial solar industry.

SportsDBM

LinkedIn meets IMDB for the Sports World.

We’re creating a sports focused multi-media relational database community of the entire sports world. SportsDBN.com is the place where everyone in the Sports World will go to brand themselves, share information, keep memories, network, and interact with each other.
Stord

Flexible and Affordable Warehousing On-Demand.

Stord connects businesses in need of warehousing and distribution solutions to excess warehousing capacity to help save time, money, and hassle.

Synapse

Fortune favors the bold.

Atlanta-based startup producing the world’s first all-natural synaptotropic energy microbeverage. Designed for college students, by college students.
True Pani
truepani.com

Keeping clean water clean.

TruePani aims to sustain drinking water quality at the point-of-use through the application of antimicrobial copper.

Workflow
theworkflow.tv

Workflow

An intelligent assistant for teams.

Workflow makes your company knowledge accessible and handles everyday tasks.
NOTES
Georgia Tech

STARTUP SUMMER

Give us a SUMMER, we’ll give you a STARTUP.

create-x.gatech.edu